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TO THE TAXPAYERS OF OKLAHOMA
Fiscal Year 2021 is probably unlike any other our state and nation have experienced in
terms of the vast amounts of taxpayer money being disbursed to every level of
government. Federal funds have been provided to support businesses and pay workers
sidelined by the pandemic. There’s money to bolster educational needs, to expand access
to broadband in rural areas, and to address other lifestyle changes in the wake of COVID19. A majority of these funds will be spent in FY22 through FY25.
As Oklahoma’s independent auditor of public funds, I have the ambitious challenge to
make sure the billions of dollars flowing into Oklahoma are properly spent and protected
from fraud, waste, or abuse.
The societal disruptions resulting from the pandemic and the money made available to
help the suddenly unemployed sustain shelter, pay utilities, and buy food overwhelmed
unemployment offices across the country. In Oklahoma, an antiquated online filing
system and too few employees to handle the sudden onslaught of claims created the
opportunity for almost 100,000 fraudulent claims to be filed for unemployment insurance
benefits.
We audited a sample of claims filed in the first four months of the pandemic with the
Oklahoma Employment Security Commission. Of the 137 claims reviewed, we identified
27 claimants who filed 204 fraudulent claims. The error rate of 19.7% applied to the $2.2
billion the agency paid out in that time frame puts the potential loss to taxpayers at more
than $400 million.
The investigative audit requested by Governor Kevin Stitt of EPIC Charter Schools, its
founders, and their Education Management Organization may prove to be the largest
single fraud scheme in state history. The pandemic shuttered or reduced attendance at
traditional public schools. In response, many parents chose a virtual option in the 20202021 school year and EPIC’s enrollments soared making it the largest school district in
the state.
Education money follows the student. EPIC and its founders received an unprecedented
level of funding as enrollment between its virtual and blended school options reached
nearly 60,000 students. We’ll go more in-depth later in this report on the EPIC Schools
investigative audit and how its founders were able to shield more than $200 million in
taxpayer dollars from public scrutiny, thwart accountability, and cloud transparency.
We work directly for you, the taxpayers of our state, to safeguard the money collected in
property, fuel, sales, income, and other taxes to fund the delivery of government
services. When public entities don’t have the necessary policies and practices in place to
protect these public funds or deliver services efficiently and effectively, we deliver
assistance and recommendations as to how to best defend against fraud and
embezzlement.
Sincerely,

Cindy Byrd, CPA
Oklahoma State Auditor & Inspector

SAI consists of six key divisions
conducting
different
types
of
government
audits
of
public
entities. These divisions are the:

THE AGENCY
The Office of the State Auditor &
Inspector (SAI, the office) was
created
by
the
Oklahoma
Constitution. The State legislature
has
expanded
the
agency’s
role and responsibilities over the
years.

▪ State Agency Audit Division
▪ County Audit Division
▪ Performance Audit Division
▪ Forensic Audit Division
▪ Specialized Audit Division
▪ Information Services Division
The roles and function of these
groups is detailed later in this
report.

The intent was to create an
independent state officer who would
review how tax dollars were spent.
For more than 11 decades,
taxpayers have come to know the
agency as its watchdog.
The State Auditor is a statewide
elected official. The agency is part
of the executive branch of State
government
which
has
the
Governor at its top. Despite its
appearance as being part of the
Governor’s oversight, SAI remains
separate from other executive
branch agencies whose directors
are largely appointed by the
Governor.

In many ways, SAI is organized like
private sector accounting firms that
also conduct government audits.
The office is limited to billing public
entities only the amount required to
cover actual audit costs. The office
derives about 34 percent of its
funding from appropriated dollars.
The rest of its budget comes from
public entities paying the actual cost
of an audit which is considerably
less than the hourly rate of our
private sector counterparts.

Cindy Byrd, CPA, is the state’s 13th
State Auditor & Inspector and in the
third year of her first term having
taken office in January 2019.
This document is a report on Fiscal
Year 2021.

The office has 113 employees
involved in the audit process with
almost 1500 years of combined
auditing experience. Over the last
decade, only staff with audit-related
degrees or expertise in certain fields
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have been added to our ranks. Our
staff includes:

This data and its application
significantly contributes to meeting
the Governor’s goal of making
Oklahoma a Top 10 state.

◦ 18 Certified Public Accountants
◦ 5 Certified Internal Auditors
◦ 1 Certified Information Systems
Auditors
◦ 7 Certified Fraud Examiners
◦ 3 Certified Government Financial
Managers
◦ 3 IT Specialists
◦ 4 Certified Government Auditing
Professionals

Municipalities,
school
districts,
public trusts, and public authorities
are audited by private sector
accountants or firms and not the
State Auditor’s Office. Each public
entity’s auditor is required to upload
the completed annual financial
statement audit report through the
agency’s
online
portal
for
publication on our website.

SAI MISSION

THE SPECTRUM OF
AUDITS

“To independently serve taxpayers
and public officials by conducting
audits that provide meaningful,
reliable
results
and
promote
efficiency,
stewardship,
and
transparency in government” is the
agency’s mission statement.

There are many kinds of audits.
They range from those that
primarily look at an entity’s financial
statements to the type that takes a
deep dive into an entity’s financial
records, programs, procedures,
personnel, and other matters.

With that in the forefront, SAI has
focused on a dual-purpose role
during Cindy’s tenure as State
Auditor. In addition to its primary
role of protecting taxpayers by
monitoring how public entities both
receive and spend public funds; SAI
has established itself as the go-to
agency in assisting the Governor
and state lawmakers by obtaining
information
critical
to
the
responsibilities of each.

When many people hear that an
entity has been audited, they
generally think it’s experienced a
thorough going over. Most audits,
however, are not the “turn over
every rock” kind of examination to
identify fraud, embezzlement, or
other wrongdoing. Each type of
audit serves its own unique
purpose.

This matters because SAI is the only
agency in the state that consistently
examines how tax dollars are spent,
the
effectiveness
of
various
programs, and how efficiently
government services are delivered
at both the state and county level.

In our office, we conduct most
audits under specific government
auditing standards written by the
federal Government Accountability
Office.
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Financial Statement Audit

When too much information has the
capacity to overwhelm, our intent is
to extrapolate – from the enormity
of the data – the bottom line
necessary to effect knowledgeable
and
rational
change.
The
methodology of an audit may be
very complex, the recommended
solutions need not be.

This is the most common type of
audit required by law that is
conducted of public entities. As the
name suggests, it is a review of an
entity’s financial statements. Its
intent is to give an opinion as to
whether those financial statements
fairly present an accurate picture of
the financial condition of the entity.

Our audits are a tool to both
promote and create a better, more
responsive
government
while
improving
the
delivery
of
government services.

The benefit of this type of audit is
that it provides assurance that
management has presented a “true
and fair” view of an entity’s financial
performance and position. It adds
credibility to the reported financial
position and performance of the
entity.

Under the category of practice what
you preach, our office hires an
outside accounting firm every year
to conduct an independent financial
statement audit of its financial
records. This report is available at
www.sai.ok.gov.

A financial statement audit is not
specifically designed to find fraud,
embezzlement, or misuse of funds.
However, if we do identify fraud,
embezzlement, or misuse of funds
during our audit, we report it to
management
and/or
the
appropriate officials.

Performance Audits
A performance audit may contain a
financial component, although its
design is to evaluate the economy,
efficiency, and effectiveness of
government
programs
and
functions
with
the
goal
of
implementing improvements. It
takes considerable planning and
risk assessment. Once concerns are
identified, the audit report offers
recommendations to help the entity
strengthen
and
enhance
its
programs, processes, and function.

To aid taxpayers and government
officials, our agency thoroughly
reviews those internal controls
which place an entity at risk of
fraud, waste, or abuse to provide
targeted
recommendations
of
actions management can take to
improve them.
In the end, we see our role as
helping government officials do
things right by putting in place
certain practices and procedures to
safeguard public funds, reduce the
risk
of
fraud,
and
improve
transparency and accountability.

In many ways, our objective
analysis
and
recommendations
initiate
positive
change
in
government
operations,
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procedures,
and
delivery
government services.

of

regulations
such
as
whether
revenue was deposited in the
correct
fund
as
directed
or
expenditures from a certain fund
were allowable.

Our office conducts this type of
audit on request from the Governor,
the chief executive officer of a
governmental entity, or through a
joint resolution of the legislature.

Agreed-Upon-Procedures

Several state agencies routinely
request performance audit services
to
review
various
programs,
processes,
and
procedures.
Agencies regularly requesting these
audit services include the Oklahoma
Corporation
Commission,
the
Oklahoma
Department
of
Transportation,
the
Oklahoma
Department of Corrections, and the
Oklahoma Board of Nursing.

The least invasive and usually the
most cost-effective review is the
agreed-upon-procedures
engagement or AUP. An AUP is
limited in scope to a specific
procedure or subject. The auditor
doesn’t offer an opinion as a result
of the review. While it is conducted
in accordance with government
auditing standards, with this type of
inspection,
the
procedures
performed are agreed upon with
entity management or dictated by
state law.

Operational Audits
A type of performance audit, an
operational audit looks at an entity’s
operations as well as financial
documents and internal controls. It
seeks to determine whether certain
safeguards are in place to ensure
good stewardship of public funds.

Municipalities with a population
under 2,500 and annual income of
$25,000 or more may choose to
have an AUP as opposed to a
financial statement audit.

Operational audits are performed
on both state and county entities
and have a different focus than a
financial statement audit. These
reports provide good information
for public officials to use in
complying with both statutory
requirements
and
financial
reporting obligations.

Special Audits
A
special
(investigative
or
forensic)
audit
meets
the
definition of a “turn over every
rock” kind of inspection. These
reports often aid prosecutors
pursuing facts in the prosecution
of criminal allegations of fraud or
embezzlement.

An operational audit may address
many issues ranging from financial
controls to a program or agency’s
compliance with specific laws and

Special audits are not required to
follow the auditing standards that
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guide SAI’s other audit work and
are limited to defined objectives.

takes place all year long at larger
agencies like the Departments of
Human Services, Transportation,
the
Tax
Commission,
and
Education. The audit reviews the
financial transactions of public
funds by state government and
reported findings are most often
due to the lack of internal controls
of failure to follow established
policies and procedures designed to
safeguard public funds.

A special audit typically includes
review of an entity’s internal
financial records, bank records,
and
other
documents.
An
investigative auditor conducts
numerous interviews and, often,
follow up interviews during the
fact-gathering process. This type
of audit is regularly requested
when fraud, embezzlement or
misuse of public funds is
suspected.

The
financial
statements
are
prepared
by
the
Office
of
Management & Enterprise Services
and are audited by our office.

Of note is the increase in alleged
public corruption identified in
many smaller Oklahoma towns.
We’ll detail these concerns later
in this report.

The ACFR contains a wealth of
information about the State of
Oklahoma, its government entities,
and its people. The audit report is
due by December 31st each year.

Special audits must be requested
by the Governor, the Attorney
General, a local district attorney,
a governing board, or by citizen
petition. SAI does not have the
constitutional
or
statutory
authority to initiate a special
audit without a formal request.

The
Statewide
Single Audit

Federal

The team of auditors who prepare
the ACFR also conduct the federal
Single Audit for Oklahoma. The
audit is an intensive compliance
review into the expenditures of
specific federally funded programs.
It is a key factor in any
consideration and determination
whether Oklahoma will continue to
receive federal funds for those
programs.

Statewide ACFR (Annual
Comprehensive
Financial
Report)
This financial statement audit,
conducted in accordance with
Government Auditing Standards by
our State Agency Audit Division, is
critical to reviewing the expenditure
of state and federal funds.

Breaking it down, the Single Audit is
basically a review of public
stewardship
in
the
state’s
expenditure of federal funds.

The ACFR audit takes about six
months
and
30
auditors
to
complete. Some of the audit work
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Many state and county entities
depend on the flow of federal dollars
to fund various programs that
deliver government services that
benefit Oklahoma residents from
newborns to the elderly. In many
instances, the state is required to
match a certain percentage of
federal funds received.

Among our auditing responsibilities
is to accurately determine fact from
fiction. If a finding can’t be fully
supported by our workpapers, then
it isn’t included in the final audit
report.

Discrepancies in the expenditure of
federal funds or costs that are
questioned by SAI are included in
the final report. The report and its
findings
are
then
thoroughly
reviewed at the federal level to
ensure the agency complied with
the
Single
Audit
reporting
requirements. The findings are
further reviewed to see if the federal
agency accepts the corrective
action plan of the agency for a
finding(s) or whether additional
action is necessary.

Every three years, the State
Auditor’s Office undergoes a peer
review conducted through its
affiliation
with
the
National
Association of State Auditors,
Comptrollers and Treasurers and its
subunit, the National State Auditors
Association.

Peer Review

The Single Audit is required to be
completed by March 31st of each
year
although
the
pandemic
necessarily extended this deadline
for FY20 and FY21.

Workpapers
Noted previously, workpapers are
the effective equivalent of evidence
– the result of fact-finding that is
part of every type of audit. These
financial records, interview notes,
and other records are maintained
electronically and are subject to the
Open Records Act upon publication
of an audit report.

A state audit shop either passes,
passes with deficiencies, or fails.
SAI has received a ‘pass’ rating
every peer review since 2008. You
can read the letter later in this
report.
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A team of auditors, our peers from
other state audit shops around the
country, spend a week reviewing
audits we published over a 12month period.

been
replaced
with
laptop
computers, monitors, and electronic
spreadsheets. Audit software can
more accurately analyze in 30
minutes or less what once could
require 36 hours or more by hand.

The group carefully reviews our
audit reports for content, clarity,
and the correct application of audit
reporting standards.

Data Analytics assist an auditor to
identify discrepancies in balance
sheets, receipt and deposit records,
and other financial documents to
show anomalies that could mean
the existence of fraud and misuse of
funds.

The peer review team, as part of its
review, examines our workpapers
which should fully support any
finding in an audit report. They want
to know if we are following our
policies and procedures which
should
incorporate
auditing
standards. They also look at our
training records to ensure our staff
meets
the
minimum
training
requirements set by Government
Auditing Standards.

Fortunately, our forward-thinking
ensured agency personnel were
equipped
with
laptops
which
enabled an efficient shift to telework
when offices were closed amidst the
onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Data Dumps
As part of the audit work performed
on
counties,
our
Information
Services Division regularly receives
data dumps from a county’s
accounting software provider. This
data is sifted using our auditing
software and then organized in a
way that is useful to our staff
conducting county audits.

Our next peer review is scheduled
for July 2023.

TODAY’S AUDITS
Change is just as constant in the
audit world as everywhere else in
our professional and personal lives.
Technological
advances
and
software have evolved to support
auditors in doing an even better job
regardless of the type of audit being
conducted.

This may seem like a simple thing
and, with today’s technology, it
arguably is. It’s important to note
here because it reduces audit time,
which reduces audit costs, and
enables a more efficient work
product for county taxpayers.

Our office, too, has advanced to
ensure its staff has the tools needed
to work effectively and efficiently in
today’s audit world.
For the most part, desktop adding
machines, pencils and paper have
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AGENCY DIVISIONS

The management team within the
State Agency Audit Division has
been effectively working together
for many years. The tenure of this
group assures competence in the
audit
process,
appropriate
application of auditing standards,
and impartial judgment on the
proper expenditure of public funds.

The
State
Auditor’s
Office
conducted 374 audits in FY2021
which included every type of audit
listed previously.

STATE AGENCY AUDIT
Funding state government very
much relies on the independence
and quality of the reports conducted
by this group of auditors.

FY2020 ANNUAL
COMPREHENSIVE
FINANCIAL REPORT
We referenced this audit
previously and expressed our
position as to its significance.
For the FY20 CAFR (now
ACFR), the office issued five
findings
including
the
Department
of
Health’s
expenditure of $36.9 million
through 62 wire transfers from
its Clearing Account beginning
in March 2020 at the beginning
of the pandemic.
Understandably, Oklahoma – like
every other state – was scrambling
to secure PPE and other items to
protect health care workers, first
responders, and the public at large
to diminish the spread of COVID-19.

In
FY21,
the
legislature
appropriated a little more than $7.7
billion dollars to various state
agencies. Of these taxpayer funds,
about 51% went to public education
including 39%, or just under $3
billion, to common education.

Primarily at issue in these findings
was that 18 of the transfers totaling
almost $18.876 million were not
entered into the statewide account
system during the same fiscal year.
Additionally, 28 wire payments
totaling $20.4 million did not have
documentation showing the goods
were received by the state.

Up to 25 percent of the audit hours
for both the annual state ACFR and
the federal Single Audit focused on
planning the audits. The amount of
fieldwork that goes into both
financial
statement
audits
is
extensive.
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Due to the lack of supporting
documentation,
some
PPE
purchased
through
the
wire
transfers may not have been
received after payments were
made.

fraudulent claims. If you apply the
error rate to the total paid in claims
between March and June 2020, we
estimate more than $400 million
was
paid
out
in
fraudulent
unemployment claims. The US
Department
of
Labor’s
Office of the Inspector
General came to the same
conclusion.
The pandemic presented an
extraordinary moment in
our history for which the
agency was ill-prepared for
the onslaught of legitimate
claims,
let
alone
the
fraudulent ones. It lacked
the manpower and technology to
address the situation in which it
found itself.

In another finding, the Oklahoma
Employment Security Commission
(OESC)
faced
an
enormous
challenge as COVID caused a
shutdown
of
the
economy,
shuttered
business,
and
put
hundreds of thousands of our
neighbors out of work.

By
early
FY21,
OESC
had
established new processes, backend technology procedures to
identify and stop fraudulent claims,
implemented safeguards for all ACH
transfers or fund transfers to
personal
bank
accounts,
and
developed a UI Analytics and
Reporting platform to improve claim
processing efficiency and accuracy.

The surge in unemployment tested
the decades-old claim filing system
at OESC and paved the way for
almost 100,000 in fraudulent
unemployment claims.
We
audited
137
claims
for
unemployment benefits received
during the last four months of FY20.
Of those, we identified 27 claimants
who filed 204 fraudulent claims for
which OESC paid out $102,775
dollars. That’s an error rate of
19.7%.

FY2020 SINGLE AUDIT
As with the state ACFR, the federal
Single Audit is a noteworthy review
of federal spending. It’s a rigorous
analysis to determine whether
agencies have complied with federal
program
requirements
to
reasonably assure the effective use
of federal funds and reduce
improper payments which could
require repayment.

OESC paid out about $2.2 billion in
claims in FY20 – about 10 times
more than in FY19 – and its internal
controls were insufficient to prevent
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Among other things, these federal
dollars help fund free school
nutrition programs, make health
care costs for retirees and the
elderly manageable, and keep
supplemental programs in place to
assist single parents with children,
the
disabled,
and
the
disadvantaged. Federal agencies
rely on the single audit to evaluate
program effectiveness.

accountability of the expenditure of
these funds is provided by the
annual Single Audit of the State of
Oklahoma.
We’ll have a clearer picture of
federal funds in early 2022 after
remaining
schedules
of
expenditures of federal awards
(SEFAs) have been submitted and
we’ve had a chance to reconcile its
numbers.
The FY20 Single Audit
identified a total of $41.5
million in what is called
“questioned costs” at eight
state agencies. This figure
includes almost $7.4 million
in state matching funds.
The
questioned
costs
included more than $6
million in CARES Act funding
and more than $35 million at
DHS
including
Daycare,
Adoption Assistance, Social
Services Block Grant, and
TANF matching funds.

In FY20, state agencies received
more than $10.13 billion in federal
funds. That’s about $3 billion more
than FY19 due to additional COVID19 funds.

In all, we had 67 findings in
the FY20 Single Audit. Of these, 46
percent were repeat findings. When
agencies don’t correct the problems
identified in a federal program, it
may cause the federal program to
be audited again in the next fiscal
year’s audit of federal funds which
only increases the audit costs for
these agencies.

By contrast, in FY21, it is estimated
state agencies received more than
$13.345 billion in federal funds
(again, $3 billion more than the
previous fiscal year) and the

One of the most common areas
identified in audit reports is a lack of
internal controls. These are a
system of checks and balances
developed through policies and

More than 50 percent of Oklahoma’s
annual budget for government
operation comes from federal
revenue streams.
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procedures that are implemented to
ensure the proper receipt and
expenditure of public funds. Without
them, misspending – or worse – like
fraud or embezzlement can easily
occur.

Health Department’s $20.4 million
in PPE for which documentation was
not available showing the agency
received the goods. Also questioned
was $6.15 million in CARES Forward
expenditures
for
which
no

Most of the findings in the FY20
Single Audit involved a lack of
internal controls or failure to follow
the internal controls in place. The
FY20 Single Audit included findings
on the State of Oklahoma CARES
Forward Team, the Oklahoma State
Department of Education (OSDE),
Office of Emergency Management,
Oklahoma Employment Security
Commission (OESC), Oklahoma
Health Care Authority, Oklahoma
State
Department
of
Health
(OSDH), Oklahoma Department of
Human Services (OKDHS), and the
Oklahoma
Department
of
Rehabilitation Services.

documentation could be provided to
show OSDH received the goods
purchased prior to Coronavirus
Relief Funds being reimbursed to
the agency for the cost of the
supplies.
As also reported in the FY20
statewide ACFR, the FY20 Single
Audit included the finding for OESC
that potentially 19.7 percent paid
on
Unemployment
Insurance
benefits in the last quarter of the
fiscal year were fraudulent claims.
The agency also understated its
Accounts Payables on its Single
Audit SEFA by $184.5 million.
The report also included 19 findings
at the State Department of

As with the State of Oklahoma FY20
ACFR audit, the FY20 Single Audit
included the findings for the State
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Education of which 11 were repeat
findings.

To help minimize travel and remain
efficient with transportation costs,
the auditors are usually assigned an
audit area within a couple of hours
drive whenever possible.

Among the 24 findings at OKDHS,
the FY20 Single Audit questioned
$8.5 million expended in the
Temporary Assistance for Needy
Family (TANF) program. OKDHS
was unable to provide records to
ensure the families receiving these
services were income eligible for the
TANF program. Similarly, in another
finding, the audit pointed out that
OKDHS policies and procedures that
require a social worker to verify
income may have allowed ineligible
recipients to receive benefits.

In FY21, State Auditor Byrd
established
the
CED/Southeast
audit unit within the Ada regional
district office. The unit’s creation
was in response to legislation
requiring the State Auditor to
annually audit Oklahoma’s eight
Circuit Engineering Districts (CEDs).
Oklahoma’s 77 counties work in a
cooperative effort with the CEDs to
obtain civil engineering services and
program management services for
road projects.

The State Agency Audit Division
also
conducted
the
following
financial statement audits or AUP
engagements in FY20:
•
•
•

Lawmakers want to know if CEDs
are operating efficiently, complying
with various statutes in the receipt
and expenditure of county road
funds, and if each is properly
safeguarding public assets.

Oklahoma
Department
of
Transportation State Purchase
Card AUP FY19
Office of the State Treasurer
FY19
Oklahoma Tax Commission
FY18

COUNTY AUDIT
The County Audit Division
(CAD) is made up of about 50
audit personnel living across
the state and operating out of
five regional district offices.
The geographical location of
these
auditors
matters
because
they’re
busy
conducting audits in the
state’s 77 counties.
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SINGLE AUDIT FOR
COUNTIES

CAD produced 290 audit reports in
FY21 or about 78% of all audits
conducted in FY21.

The office includes a federal
Single Audit within a county’s
financial statement audit when
the requirement for a Single
Audit is triggered (after a
county’s federal expenditures
meet or exceed the $750,000
annual fiscal year threshold).

These
audit
reports
included
treasurer
reviews,
financial
statement audits of counties,
compliance audits of emergency
medical service districts, district
attorney offices, and turnover
audits of any outgoing county
official. This division also audits the
Annual Comprehensive Financial
Report on the financial records of
Oklahoma
County
and
Tulsa
County.

As with the flow of federal funds
to the state, a Single Audit is
critical for the payment of federal
dollars to a county that qualifies
for
disaster
relief,
law
enforcement grants, and other
federal funds available at the
county government level. The
feedback provided in our Single
Audit reports assist the counties
with compliance required by
these federal resources.

SAI conducts an annual audit of
each of the other 75 county
governments
in
two-year
increments. These audits include
the operations of the three county
commissioner districts, and the
county clerk, assessor, treasurer,
court clerk and sheriff’s offices.
The cost of these audits is paid
through a one-tenth of one mill
property tax assessment to county
property owners. For about onethird of counties, the funding for its
annual audit is not enough to cover
the actual cost of its audit.

Among the findings we may
identify in a county financial
audit with a single audit
component
are
inadequate
internal controls and inventory
issues.

SAI supplements these counties’
audit costs with funding from other
revenue sources to ensure audits
are conducted as required by state
law.

AMERICAN RESCUE PLAN
ACT FUNDING FOR
COUNTIES

These
audits
provide
county
residents valuable information as to
how their tax dollars are being
spent.

The $65.1 billion in direct aid to
counties
included
in
the
American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)
means Oklahoma’s 77 counties
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will share in the $767,430,155
sent to the state.

The funds became available in
May 2021 and must be used on
eligible projects, or the funds
encumbered for future projects
by December 31, 2024. SAI has
already conducted training for its
county auditors in preparation for
the potential of single audits of
the program’s funds in numerous
counties around the state.

The
funding
comes
with
restrictions for its use and SAI
has been working with the
Association
of
County
Commissioners of Oklahoma and
directly with county officials on
the reporting requirements and
project eligibility limitations.

The Top 10 county recipients in
the state will share about 61% of
all funds coming to Oklahoma.
Most of the funding roughly
follows the major metropolitan
corridor stretching along I-44
from Lawton to Claremore.

COUNTY MANAGEMENT
SERVICES UNIT
While apart from the County Audit
Division, this unit is the primary
point of contact for providing
assistance to county officials
through consultation services.

Oklahoma County leads the list
with $154.89 million followed by
Tulsa County at $126.56 million.
The amount of aid drops
significantly
from
Cleveland
County at $55.17 million to
Creek County at $13.89 million.

The unit works in tandem with the
OSU County Training Program
(OSU-CTP) to develop and present
training classes for county officials
and employees. Staffed by one
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full-time employee, the unit offers
technical assistance regarding
budgetary and accounting matters
and
prescribes
forms
and
procedures for use by county
government.

manager is a key contributor to
providing guidance and
consultative services to county
officials regarding State and Local
Fiscal Recovery Funds.

Due to the ongoing work of this
unit and other SAI support
services, the agency updated and
improved the prescribed uniform
electronic estimate of needs form
for county government in 2021.

PERFORMANCE AUDIT
When you want to know if you’re
getting the best bang for your buck,
you seek a performance audit.
These auditors may look at an
entity’s various programs, policies,
procedures,
communication,
delivery of services, and other
concerns.

Prior to 2020, Oklahoma counties
had 77 different charts of accounts
specific to each county. This
hurdle was overcome with the
creation of a uniform chart of
accounts to provide reporting
uniformity across the state.

A performance audit may be
targeted to conduct a thorough
review of a specific program or
more general to review processes
for receipting and expending funds.

All counties except the ACFR
counties of Oklahoma and Tulsa
are now utilizing the same chart of
accounts and have implemented
this electronic form. Cleveland
County is moving to utilize the
same financial computer system
as Oklahoma County.

Considerable,
even
extensive
planning goes into a performance
audit to ensure the matter under
review is being fully addressed by
the audit.
Operational audits are routinely
performed in compliance with
statutory auditing requirements of
state agencies. These entities are
on a rotation and subject to audit
every two years.

Much credit goes to county
software
providers,
county
officials,
private
sector
accountants, and OSU-CTP for
making this effort for improved
transparency at the county level a
reality.

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT &
ENTERPRISE SERVICES –
INFORMATION SERVICES
DIVISION

Meanwhile, as noted previously,
more than $767 million in ARPA
funds is flowing directly to
Oklahoma counties. The County
Management
Services
unit

In March 2019, the Office of
Management & Enterprise Services
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(OMES) requested $23 million in
supplemental
funding
for
its
Information Services Division (ISD)
due to a budget shortfall for the
division.

million in anticipated rate increases
that did not occur leading to the
agency’s
supplemental
budget
request. OMES-ISD’s operating
fund
expenditures
exceeded
revenues every year and its
submitted budget totals did not
reflect
historical
performance.
Actual revenue never reached
budgeted revenue projections and it
doesn’t appear the budget maker
based the budgetary forecast on
realistic historical data – such as the
previous year’s revenue collection.

Although shifting funds within OMES
and reducing staffing levels in ISD
enabled the agency to whittle the
request down to $16 million, it was
unable to fully address its funding
crisis.

Even if the division had realized a
$16 million increase in revenue in
FY19, it’s budget summary still
showed an almost $1 million deficit
because it’s $154.4 million in
expenses exceeded its projected
$153.4 million in receipts.

Governor
Stitt
requested
a
performance audit of OMES-ISD to
review budgeting and cash flows
associated with the division.
Perhaps central to a long-standing
struggle to cover its costs
and to effectively serve state
agencies is the mandated IT
consolidation which began in
2011. Over the last decade,
most
agencies
in
the
executive branch have been
required to pay OMES-ISD
for
technical
support,
technology,
software,
servers,
hardware,
and
more.

The inaccuracies mean legislators
and taxpayers alike were not
provided an accurate presentation
of the division’s revenue and
expenditures since its inception.

At the heart of the audit’s findings
is the inability of the division to
effectively budget, bill, and collect
in a timely and accurate manner
which resulted in unpredictable cash
flow, late payments to key IT
vendors, and numerous complaints
among its state agency clientele.
The 2019 ISD Budget included $16

OMES-ISD didn’t keep its service
contracts up-to-date and invoices to
state agencies contained complex
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billing corrections including $13
million in credits and adjustments in
the nineteen-month period of July
2017 to February 2019.

▪

▪
▪

Agencies often corrected their own
invoices, expressed frustration and
dissatisfaction at the process, and
ultimately
faced
making
late
payments due to the inaccuracy of
OMES-ISD issued invoices.

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

SAI provided five areas for future
study and consideration to OMESISD to:
•
•

•
•

•

▪

improve its internal control
policies and procedures
adopt
best
practices
to
implement
and
prepare
contract agreements with
clients
conduct detailed expenditure
reviews
establish
procedures
for
timely invoice distribution and
tracking
maintain appropriate staffing
levels to ensure invoice
accuracy, bill collection, and
reliable financial reporting

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

The performance audit division
completed 24 Operational Audits
and one Performance Audit in FY21.

▪

Operational Audits
▪
▪
▪
▪

Board of Examiners for
Speech Pathology and
Audiology
Board of Licensed Architects
Board of Licensed Social
Worker
Board of Osteopathic
Examiners
Board of Veterinary Medical
Examiners
Boll Weevil Eradication
Conservation Commission
Council on Judicial
Complaints
Council on Law Enforcement
Education & Training
Liquefied Petroleum Gas
Board
Merit Protection Commission
Pardon and Parole Board
Office of the State Medical
Examiner
Oklahoma Board of Nursing
Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality
Oklahoma Department of
Mines
Oklahoma Energy Resources
Board FY19
Oklahoma Office of Juvenile
Affairs
Ok State Board of Examiners
for Long-Term Care
Administrators
Oklahoma State Department
of Agriculture

Performance Audits

Abstractors Board
Board of Chiropractic
Examiners
Board of Examiners in
Optometry
Board of Examiners of
Psychologists

▪
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OMES-ISD

bank account, improper use of city
equipment, and a wide array of
ways in which public officials
purportedly disregard residents’
concerns.

FORENSIC AUDIT
Of all the audits conducted by our
office, the reports published by this
division usually draw the most
attention because this is where you
typically go to identify corruption
committed by public officials and
employees.

While different factors contribute to
the complaints we receive, it is not
unusual for these concerns to be
born out in an audit report.

We spend a significant amount of
time training personnel in each
division to recognize the warning
signs of potential fraud. Every
auditor begins each assignment
with professional skepticism. It
doesn’t mean we’re a bunch of
cynics. Rather, it means we’re
objective, non-assuming, and start
each audit with a blank slate. These
characteristics are critical to our
independence.

The
division
published
one
investigative audit in FY21. EPIC
Charter Schools – Part One,
requested by Governor Stitt in July
2019 was exhaustive. The 94-page
report took 15 months to complete,
resulted in the issuance of more
than 50 subpoenas for records, and
utilized three of the division’s five
investigative auditors.
SAI filed a lawsuit in Oklahoma
County District Court to gain access
to records for more than $79 million
in public funds deposited into a
private bank account called the
Student Learning Fund. To date, all
financial records and documents
sought for the Student Learning
Fund have not been fully provided
as ordered by the Court.

An
auditor
cannot
become
personally
involved
in
an
investigation. He or she doesn’t
take sides. It’s intentionally about
fact finding and going only where
the investigation leads. To that end,
we do avoid rabbit trails that are
unverifiable
and
unnecessarily
costly for the auditee.

EPIC Charter Schools
Investigative Audit – Part
One

This is especially true in the
Forensic Audit Division because
these audits are often emotional for
some, if not all, of the parties
involved.

At the heart of this audit report was
identifying an intentionally complex
structure by which the owners of
EPIC Youth Services (EYS), an
Education
Management
Organization (EMO), founded a
charter school to funnel education
funds into their private, for-profit
company bank accounts.

An ongoing concern of this office is
the governance of many small
towns in Oklahoma. We regularly
receive complaints regarding utility
billing issues, violations of the Open
Records Act, the Open Meeting Act,
improper use of a city credit card or
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The audit brought to light the single
largest amount of abuse of taxpayer
funds in the history of Oklahoma.

public
schools
that
operate
independently
of
a
local
government school district and are
fully funded with taxpayer dollars.

It is notable that this audit report
was not about the charter school
education model, charter schools in
general, or school choice. The
purpose of the report was to
determine if EPIC Charter Schools,
governed by one non-profit board
hand-picked by EYS, properly
expended public funds to educate
children online through EPIC OneOn-One virtual charter school and
at EPIC Blended which offered a
combination of in-person and online
learning.

In 2009, the owners of EYS created
a private non-profit entity named
Community Strategies, Inc. that
would become the governing board
for EPIC Charter Schools. Harris and
Chaney
placed
friends
and
acquaintances on the board. This is
important
because,
despite
statutory designation for oversight,
management, and control of the
affairs of the school, the board
repeatedly abdicated its fiduciary
responsibilities to EYS.

The timeline shows what occurred
prior to and during the audit period
of FY15 to FY20.

In its bylaws, the board stated it
“may delegate authority to the
Superintendent or Head of School”
so long as the affairs of the school
remain under board jurisdiction.
The audit report noted fiduciary
responsibility,
the
proper
management of public funds for the
schools, is a statutory responsibility

Ben Harris and David Chaney
created EPIC Youth Services, a
private for-profit EMO in 2005. An
EMO contracts with a charter school
and charges a management fee for
its services. Charter schools are
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that cannot
reassigned.

be

delegated

or

costs to five
expenditures.

With the EMO and governing board
in place, in 2010 Harris and Chaney
founded EPIC One-On-One Charter
School, a virtual charter school,
under
the
Oklahoma
Charter
Schools Act. The school was initially
under the sponsorship of Graham
Public Schools.

percent

of

all

Additionally, EYS took $79.3 million
in public funds for its Student
Learning Fund which disbursed
between $800 and $1000 each year
for students to use on laptops,
curriculum, and extra-curricular
activities. These funds were placed
in a private bank account, away
from public scrutiny and auditors.
The
audit
of
these
records
comprises Part Two of the EPIC
Charter Schools audit and is
underway as of the publication of
this report.

Chaney was installed as the school’s
Superintendent and the handpicked
board
approved
an
agreement
with
EYS
for
management
services.
Despite
layers of laws and oversight
agencies, control of the school and
millions of dollars in education
funding was given to EYS while
Community
Strategies,
the
governing board, was little more
than a rubber stamp and often
uninformed of actions taken by the
school’s founders and EYS until
after the fact.

Although Chaney was in place as
EPIC’s
superintendent
through
FY19, EYS used school personnel to
handle the administrative functions
of the school district. Despite
millions
going
to
EYS
for
management fees of EPIC additional
education dollars were used to pay
school employees to conduct those
services.
Taxpayers
were effectively being
charged twice for the
same purpose.
The audit reviewed
EPIC’s
reported
administrative
costs
to the Oklahoma Cost
Accounting
System
(OCAS) at the State
Department of Education and
determined millions of dollars had
been underreported during the
audit period. Today, EPIC is in the
process of returning $20 million to
the State Treasurer’s Office.

EYS removed 10 percent of all
education dollars allocated to EPIC
Schools for its management fee.
During the audit period, EYS
collected $49.5 million. The state
limits a school’s administrative
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In 2014, sponsorship and oversight
of EPIC changed from Graham to
the Statewide Virtual Charter
School Board (SVCSB). This board
conducted an annual review of
EPIC, attended its board meetings,
and prepared an external school
performance review. Despite this
layer of oversight, SVCSB was not
truly
effective
in
ensuring
compliance by EPIC with various
state reporting requirements.

services provided to EPIC California
between FY17-FY19, payments for
these services was two years in
arrears. EPIC One-On-One was
finally reimbursed in April 2020
after SAI had issued a subpoena
seeking evidence of payment.
In apparent violation of the
Oklahoma
Constitution
which
prohibits pledging the credit of the
State to any individual, company, or
corporation and with no evidence of
Board approval, EPIC One-On-One’s
financial
resources
totaling
$500,000 in capital were pledged to
fund the spin-off school for one
year.

Community Strategies, Inc. was
notified by EYS at its November
2015 board meeting that EPIC was
replicating itself as a charter school
in California. The board was told the
two
schools
would
share
administrative costs to save money.

Another $203,000 was transferred
directly from the Student Learning
Fund – tax dollars intended to
educate Oklahoma students – into
an EPIC-California bank account.
SAI found no evidence the funds
were ever returned to the Student
Learning Fund.

Community Strategies approved
Community Strategies-CA, LLC (CSCA) as a subsidiary of the board and
entered into an agreement –
basically with itself – to use its
Oklahoma school personnel to
provide administrative services for

A second spin-off school district
called EPIC Blended was established
in 2017 under the Oklahoma
Charter Schools Act and the
sponsorship of Rose State College.
Although EPIC One-On-One and
EPIC Blended are two separate
school districts, they were governed
by the same board, shared the
same
administrative
services,
comingled
funds,
and
would
collectively be known as EPIC
Charter Schools.

EPIC-California.
The
California
school, which began operation in
2016, was required to reimburse
EPIC
One-on-One
for
these
services.

The onset of COVID-19 in March
2020 essentially closed traditional
school districts for the rest of that

Even though CS-CA was billed
$139,902.47 for administrative
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school year. When schools began to
reopen in September 2020, EPIC,
with its virtual learning platform,
was swamped with new enrollments
as many parents sought to isolate
their children from the pandemic.
By October of 2020, EPIC Charter
Schools’ enrollment was nearing
60,000 students making it the
state’s largest public school district.

sponsorship when the hand-picked
EPIC board resigned. EPIC’s new
school board severed ties with EYS
effective June 30, 2021 and joined
SAI in a demand for Student
Learning Fund records. The funds
were to be transferred from an EYS
bank account to a school bank
account on July 1, 2021.
Although the MCGJ’s work was
interrupted when former Oklahoma
Attorney General Mike Hunter
abruptly resigned on June 1, 2021,
the MCGJ did issue a 25-page
interim report in May 2021 urging
the state legislature to take action
to demand more transparency and
accountability to prevent future
abuse of tax dollars as had occurred
at EPIC Charter Schools.

Education funding follows the
student. The resulting influx of tax
dollars to EPIC enabled EYS to
collect another $22 million in
management fees and $66 million
for its Student Learning Fund.
During this same school year, the
complex structure created by Harris
and Chaney to syphon $68 million in
school funds as business income
and $145 million under the auspices
of extracurricular education and
technology would begin to unravel.

The report stated: “The public has
not been served by the incestuous
relationship between the for-profit
vender, EYS and the governing
board Community Strategies.”

The investigative audit report
requested by Governor Stitt was
published on October 1, 2020. In
the months that followed, EYS, its
attorneys,
and
EPIC
school
personnel sought to disparage the
messenger
and
minimize
the
report’s numerous findings.

The
MCGJ
took
issue
with
Community Strategy’s failure to
consider any other EMO except EYS
calling the relationship a “system
ripe for fraud” which permitted EYS
to generate substantial “personal
profit on the backs of Oklahoma
students.”

Evidence was provided to legislators
and the state’s Multi-County Grand
Jury (MCGJ). SAI responded to
more than 20 Open Records
Requests resulting in more than 540
work hours to provide 1,893 files
and 7.935 GB of data.

The MCGJ was also critical of the
lack of oversight from the Oklahoma
State Department of Education, the
SVCSB, Rose State College, and
Community Strategies.

The SVCSB opened its own review
of its agreement with EPIC and was
in the processing of severing its

The
underreporting
of
its
administrative costs by EPIC, and
the lack of oversight and slow
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enforcement by the OSDE led
Governor Stitt to request an
investigative audit of OSDE to
identify all revenue streams and of
OCAS and the financial reporting
requirement compliance by OSDE
and other school districts in the
state.

funds at the
Commission.

Oklahoma

Tax

The US Department of the Interior
(DOI), through its Office of Natural
Resources
Revenue
(ONRR),
contracts with our office to conduct
mineral royalty audits on federal
lands in Oklahoma. As a result of
the cooperative agreement, the
state receives 50 percent of all
federal royalty dollars paid to DOI
as well as 50 percent of all royalty
dollars collected because of an
audit.

The fallout resulting from SAI’s
investigative audit of EPIC Charter
Schools is ongoing. It may be some
time before several legal issues,
compliance, oversight challenges,
accountability, and transparency
are fully resolved or restored.

State funds are not expended on
this agreement as the office is
completely reimbursed for the audit
services it provides.

It does appear EPIC’s mission is
now student focused, and its board
is providing stronger oversight in
school expenditures and operations
designed to enhance its learning
platform.

A recent review by ONRR looked at
agency costs, its performance
workplan progress, IT security
requirements, and equipment. In all
instances, the review found SAI had
appropriately
adhered
to
its
agreement requirements.

SPECIALIZED AUDIT
This group of auditors primarily
conducts audits under contract with
other public entities.

The Employees Group Insurance
Division (EGID) conducts audits of
eligibility data to ensure patients
and insurance coordinators comply
with established Administration
Rules for health, dental, and life
insurance coverage as provided by
the Oklahoma Statutes under the
Oklahoma State and Education
Employees Group Insurance Act.

The
Oklahoma
Horse
Racing
Commission contracts with our
office to monitor all wagering
activities at the state’s three
racetracks
and
the
off-track
wagering facilities it licenses.
The commission also contracts with
us to monitor all gaming activities
occurring at two of the state’s
racetracks
it
licenses.
These
auditors monitor and track all
gaming revenue to ensure an
accurate accounting of proceeds
designated for state education

INFORMATION
SERVICES
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The independence required by
Government Auditing Standards
demands that auditors must remain
independent in both mind and
appearance from the entities we
audit. While many state agencies
Information Technology (IT) and
Information Services Division (ISD)
services were consolidated under
OMES Information Services, SAI
has retained its IT staff and auditors
to preserve its independence and to
meet
Government
Auditing
Standards.

At the start of the pandemic
lockdown, SAI was able to transition
seamlessly to teleworking as staff
were
already
using
laptop
computers whether in the field or at
a desk.
As the state reopened, the agency
implemented a blended onsite and
telework policy for staff which
minimized the number of personnel
in the office on any given weekday.
The blended work location schedule
has worked well for the agency
without a loss in productivity or
efficiency.

SAI ISD performs an outstanding
service in keeping our networks,
equipment, and auditors up and
running. ISD supports the electronic
auditing
software
and
other
technologies that are powerful tools
in
providing
taxpayers
with
transparency and accountability.
ISD also plays acritical role in
reducing both downtime and audit
time – all of which improve
efficiencies.
For FY 2021, ISD
responded to 1,868 helpdesk tickets
from staff, which is an increase of
696 helpdesk tickets over FY20.

The agency recently completed its
second successful independent IT
Security assessment according to
the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) cyber
security framework. NIST has
established a set of standards for
security controls of an entity’s
information systems.
Compliance is critical to ensuring
the agency’s IT infrastructure is
protected and its policies and
procedures
are
implemented
correctly.
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